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Update #19 COVID-19 Impacts, Open Letter from Board of Education 
April 22, 2020 

Good afternoon Murrieta Valley USD Community, 

We are two weeks into Phase Two of distance learning. As we continue to connect during these 
unimaginable times, we would like to share some words of wisdom from Lemony Snicket, “At times the 
world may seem an unfriendly and sinister place but believe that there is much more good in it than 
bad. All you have to do is look hard enough and what might seem to be a series of unfortunate events 
may in fact be the first steps of a journey.” And what a journey we are on together! In fact, we might 
even call it an adventure of the unknown. 

Students district-wide are being asked to take a leadership role in their education. This might still feel 
uncomfortable, but we know our students will get the hang of it and will be successful. Please know, 
that teachers and district supports are just an email away. 

Parents/Guardians please tell your children to continue to do the best that they can, continue to give it 
their all and proceed with following the guidance teachers provide to “Ask for help!” 

Parents/Guardians, we are 100% in the middle of distance learning now. Like you, we are committed 
to your child’s education. We are in complicated times and our students deserve the best that we can 
give at this moment. We have no choice but to learn with our children and walk alongside them in their 
academic journey. As unfair and new as this continues to feel, we urge you to hold hands with our 
children and our teachers, as we walk through this road together. Please know that teachers are here 
for you to offer support and assistance! Simply reach out. We know you can do this! 

MVUSD Staff, the path in front of you continues to be wide open. We know the uncertainty has been 
overwhelming. However, acknowledging the unknown has inspired us and has set us free to be 
innovative, to try new things, and to explore the possibilities. Do these statements sound familiar? They 
should. We have been telling our students these things for years-inspire, innovate, explore. Remember 
that although this may be difficult, we know you can do this. Our students and their families believe in 
you as much as you believe in them. 

On behalf of the MVUSD Board of Education, thank you for pulling together as a family. Thank you for 
being flexible and for taking on the challenges forced upon us. In this time of confusion and uncertainly, 
you, our parents, and staff, have been understanding, professional and compassionate in working hard 
to make distance learning effective for all. 

We are in this together and will come out of the other side together. “Hardships often prepare ordinary 
people for extraordinary destiny”—C.S. Lewis. We can continue to do this! 

Please stay safe, stay home, and take care of your family’s well-being. 

On behalf of the Murrieta Valley USD Board of Education, 

Board President, Linda Lunn 
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